Role of long cycles in excitable dynamics on graphs.
Topological cycles in excitable networks can play an important role in maintaining the network activity. When properly activated, cycles act as dynamic pacemakers, sustaining the activity of the whole network. Most previous research has focused on the contributions of short cycles to network dynamics. Here, we identify the specific cycles that are used during different runs of activation in sparse random graphs, as a basis of characterizing the contribution of cycles of any length. Both simulation and a refined mean-field approach evidence a decrease in the cycle usage when the cycle length increases, reflecting a trade-off between long time for recovery after excitation and low vulnerability to out-of-phase external excitations. In spite of this statistical observation, we find that the successful usage of long cycles, though rare, has important functional consequences for sustaining network activity: The average cycle length is the main feature of the cycle length distribution that affects the average lifetime of activity in the network. Particularly, use of long, rather than short, cycles correlates with higher lifetime, and cutting shortcuts in long cycles tends to increase the average lifetime of the activity. Our findings, thus, emphasize the essential, previously underrated role of long cycles in sustaining network activity. On a more general level, the findings underline the importance of network topology, particularly cycle structure, for self-sustained network dynamics.